Perlis' quip is an overstatement---but not by much. Programmers in functional and object-oriented languages have few tools for reasoning about the efficiency of their programs. Almost all tools from traditional analysis of algorithms are targeted toward roughly the first-order fragment of C. What tools there are from formal methods are interesting, but piecemeal and preliminary.

Type systems are among the most successful and widely used of formal methods. We investigate the extent to which one can do ``automatic'' complexity analysis of programs via refinements of standard type systems. As a modest proof of concept we present AR, a restriction of call-by-value PCF for which the underlying model of computation and complexity is a standard abstract machine. AR's type system controls computations in two ways. The first, based on Bellantoni and Cook's safe/normal distinction, controls growth rates within recursions. The second, based on linear logic, controls branching of recursions. The result is a programming formalism that is poly-time sound (all type-level 1 and 2 programs have polynomial run-time bounds), poly-time complete (all polynomial-time type-level 1 and 2 functions are AR-computable), and reasonably expressive (a large natural class of polynomial-time algorithms can be directly expressed in AR).

We shall discuss AR, its type-system, some example AR-code, its time-complexity semantics, and some possible extensions.

This is based on joint work with Norman Danner.
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